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The Relation Between Clinical Measurements of Plantar Characteristics and
Static and Dynamic Balance Indices
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Background: None of plantar arch characteristics such as arch height, heel varus and arch flexibility can affect balance indices in different
manners.
Objectives: The current study aimed to evaluate the relation between these structural characteristics and balance indices.
Patients and Methods: The study population was 100 male and female students from Semnan University of Medical Sciences, Semnan,
Iran. To evaluate plantar arch, indices such as heel height, arch angle index, rear angle, navicular drop, longitudinal arch angle and
footprint angle were recorded and Staheli and Denis methods were used. Static and dynamic data were recorded using the Biodex Balance
System.
Results: There was a significant correlation between arch height, and static and dynamic balance indices (maximum correlation
coefficient = 0.46, moderate correlation coefficient); also, there was a direct significant correlation between rear and footprint angles and
some other balance indices (correlation coefficient = 0.2, weak correlation). There was a significant inverse association between navicular
drop and balance indices (maximum correlation coefficient = 0.3, moderate correlation coefficient). Evaluating arch and longitudinal
arch angle indices by the Staheli and Denis correlation methods showed insignificant association between these variables and balance
indices (P > 0.05).
Conclusions: It seems that plantar changes have insignificant effect on static and dynamic indices evaluated by the Biodex Balance System.
Keywords:Foot Structure; Static Balance; Dynamic Balance

1. Background
Foot performance significantly depends on its shape.
Biomechanical foot changes affect its dynamic stability
(1). Foot is the last part of lowest extremity, and this small
supporting surface provides balance of the entire body. It
seems that any biomechanical changes in this supporting
surface may affect body posture. To evaluate plantar structure, different static and dynamic clinical methods have
been introduced, but none of them provide an specific index to evaluate arch changes (1). Foot injuries may change
walking mechanism (2). Foot performance is greatly influenced by its shape (3, 4). Studies conducted in this field indicated that there is no method to categorize the plantar
arch (5). In clinical evaluations, plantar arch measuring
methods are usually based on the foot structure. Different methods have been provided in this regard (6). Considering the fact that foot arch plays an important role in
distribution of body weight on legs, neutralizing weight
impacts and conforming feet to different levels of land
during walking, any changes in the structure of plantar
foot may disrupt the relation between line of gravity and

supportive surface (7). The situation of gravity line with
supportive surface and detailed mechanical axis is one of
the factors affecting body balance (8-10). Almost 80% of
people are dealing with foot disorders, especially flat feet
(2), and different age groups spend great expenses over
insoles and surgeries (5). Plantar arch structure can predict resulting problems. On the other hand, plantar arch
changes may affect body balance and walking (6). In the
study conducted by Khramtsov et al. the level of stability
in 112 children with normal arch and flat feet was evaluated. The level of vertical stability in cases with flat feet was
lower than those with normal arch (11). Cote et al. evaluated the effect of increased and decreased plantar arch
on dynamic and static balance indices. They categorized
cases in three groups of 16 each based on navicular drop.
Results showed that the level of stability in pronated feet
was higher than supinated feet. There was no significant
difference between these two groups and those with normal plantar arch (12). Differences in dynamic and static stabilities were studied by Dicherry through evaluating talo-
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navicular dynamic stability in walking. Level of navicular
drop in 72 healthy athletes was evaluated using two static
methods. There was no significant difference in navicular
drop between different types of feet, during walking and
running. Small differences were reported only in running
between those with low mobility and high mobility foot
(13). Franettovich et al. evaluated the ability to predict dynamic foot position, using static measurements. According to their results, arch height and the relation in two feet
were highly associated with static and dynamic measurements (14). Cobb et al. studied the effects of forefoot heel
varus on single leg upright standing postural stability. According to their results, postural stability was measured in
the two groups of 20 each (first group with varus ≥ 70°,
the second group with varus ≤ 70°). Anterior-posterior
instability in the first group was significantly higher than
the second one (15). Totally, few studies were conducted on
biomechanical effect of feet on body balance (16); since it
is not obvious that which clinical method is preferred to
evaluate plantar arch, it seems that none of these methods can singly categorize plantar arch to normal, reduced
and increased groups (2). Therefore, in the current study,
the following points can be mentioned: first, plantar arch
characteristics dealing with balance disorders could be
identified; second, considering the defects of conventional methods, cases under study were not randomly categorized into decreased and increased plantar arch groups.
Nonetheless, their plantar arch characteristics, which
singly affect walking and balance disorders and apply abnormal forces on the joints were evaluated and the effect
of each one of these characteristics on balance indices was
studied. According to the conducted studies, increase and
decrease in plantar arch may interrupt body balance, but
the point is still unclear ignoring the amount of increasing or decreasing the amount of arch height, which characteristic is more associated with balance disorder.

2. Objectives

The current study aimed to evaluate the relation between
these structural characteristics and balance indices.

3. Patients and Methods

This cross-sectional study was designed to examine the
association of some clinical measurements of foot arch
and static and dynamic stability indicators in Neuromuscular Rehabilitation Research Center (Semnan University
of Medical Sciences, Iran). The studied participants were
volunteer male and female students of Semnan University
of Medical Sciences, Semnan, Iran. The sampling method
was simple and none-probable. Based on previous studies,
the sample size of 100 patients (feet) was determined. Personal and demographic information of participants were
recorded using a questionnaire (Table 1). Participants
with pain or other problems (surgeries in the past three
months, history of dislocation or semi-dislocation of the
ankle, any other significant joint injuries in the lower extremity), use of corticosteroids, fractures/breaks in lower
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extremity, addiction (cigarettes, drugs and alcohol), any
significant deformities of the lower extremity (extreme
genu varum and genu valgum), any who worked out drastically, and those with body mass index of less than 18.5 or
over 24.9 were excluded from the study. Participants were
studied in specific times of the day only after obtaining
informed consent and becoming familiar with different
stages of investigation. The study was approved by the
Ethical Committee of Semnan University of Medical Sciences and all participants completed the consent form.
For clinical evaluation of foot arch, different measuring
methods of footprints and direct foot measuring methods were used. The indicators related to the evaluation of
arch of foot were measured in 50% weight baring position
of the subjects. Both lower extremities were placed on two
equally heighted scales. Subjects were asked to vertically
place their weight on the scales without shifting it to either side; measurements were performed under these
conditions. To study footprint indicators, participants put
their feet in a plate of ink and placed them on a sheet of
paper placed on the scales. This was performed once for
the right foot and once for the left one. Clinical indicators
of longitudinal arch and footprint measurements were
performed similarly as follows. Arch length: measures the
distance between the highest points of the medial longitudinal arch to the ground using a ruler. Longitudinal
arch angle: Using a rule m set-square between the longitudinal lines that connect the medial malleolus to the medial tubercle navicular and the first metatarsal head was
determined. Rearangle: Using a m rule, the angel between
the longitudinal line of the heel bone where divided into
two parts with the line that divides one third of distal leg
line into two halves was determined.
Navicular drop: first, the distance of tubercle navicular
from the floor was determined in a way that the foot was
on the floor without bearing weight. Then subjects were
asked to put 50% of his or her weight on the foot. Tubercle displacement in the sagittal plane was assessed with
a ruler. Arch length indicator: The ratio of the length of
the inner boundary line between the most medial point
of the metatarsal heads and heel over the enclosed arch
length between these points, which were determined
with a ruler. Arch (footprint) angel: is the angle between
the inner edge of the footprint and the line that connects
the most medial point of the metatarsal and the highest
point of the heel. The Stahly method: The width of the
arch of the footprint is divided by the heel width. The obtained ratio is called arch indicator.
Denis method: according to this method, the footprint
is divided in three ways:
Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation of Demographic Variables
Variable

Age, y

Weight, kg

Height, cm

Mean

Standard Deviation

20.73

1.248

168.3

9.08

63.88

11.72
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4. Results

Normal distribution of data was confirmed using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The correlation between balance
indicators and clinical arch indicators was determined
using Pearson correlation test.
Our results showed a correlation between the length
Middle East J Rehabil Health. 2014;1(2):e24269

of arch and almost all of the static and dynamic balance
indicators. Maximum correlation coefficient in these indicators was 0.46, which showed a medium correlation
(Figure 1). Determining the correlation between rear
angel with the indicators of balance showed a positive
correlation in three general conditions of opened eyes,
anterior-posterior opened eyes, and interior-exterior
opened eyes, and an interior-exterior dynamic balance
with opened eyes; however, the correlation coefficient
in these indicators was 0.2, which showed a weak correlation (Figure 2). Determining the correlation between
footprint and indicators of balance had a meaningful
correlation only with two states of dynamic balance in
overall conditions of opened eyes and anterior-posterior
opened eyes. The correlation coefficient was less than 0.2,
which showed a weak correlation (Figure 3). There was no
association between the Denis method and balance indicators (P > 0.05) (Figure 4).
R2 Linear = 0.143
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Figure 1. The Association Between Arch Height and Static Total Stability
Index, Eyes Open

R2 Linear = 0.078
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(Rear Angle)

Grade 1: the width of the supporting surface of central
region of the leg is a half of the supporting surface of the
metatarsal, Grade 2: the width of the supporting surface of
central region of the leg is equal to the supporting surface
of the metatarsal, Grade 3: the width of the supporting
surface of central region of the leg is larger than the supporting surface of the metatarsal, Grades 1 and 2 are considered flatfoot, The information of balance indicators was
obtained using the Biodex Balance system manufactured
in the Biodex Company of the United States of America.
Participants were standing barefooted on the device, and
the test performed as follows; first, subjects stood handles
in a predefined condition on the balance disk in a way that
his or her center point of gravity would overlap the center
point of coordinate on the balance disk; and the balance
disk was completely placed horizontally. Device monitor
was adjusted according to the height of subjects. Then subjects stayed possible to determine the position of the heel
and the angle of the toes. This was used so all the measurements were recorded in the same position. After announcing readiness and pressing the start button, subjects maintained the referred position for 20 seconds handles or
changing position of their hands. Each test was performed
three times, and an average of these three replications was
recorded as the score of participants for sensory-motor indicators in test. Then both postural stability in the stationary state (standing on one foot) and a dynamic test in two
conditions of open and closed eyes were performed. In
static balance test, the balance disk under the participant's
foot was fixed, and during the whole test and with minimal fluctuation, he or shetried to maintain the center of
pressure and the center of a circle displayed on the screen
by repositioning the body. This test was performed three
times with 10 minutes break intervals. In dynamic balance
test, the balance disk under the participant foot swayed,
and during the whole test and with minimal fluctuation,
he or she tried to maintain the center of pressure and center of a circle displayed on the screen by repositioning the
body. The test was performed with two different levels of
stability index of biodex system: leval 3 and 6. The rest was
similar to the static balance test. At the end of each test,
data including average scores of three replications from
each test, general balance; anterior-posterior and internalexternal indicators were collected. The order of recording the balance conditions was randomized, and for each
participant these orders were drawn randomly. According to the normal distribution of data confirmed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Pearson's correlation coefficient
was used to determine the association of each test results
with obtained results from the Biodex balance indicators.
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Figure 2. The Association Between Rear Angle and Static Total Stability
Index, Eyes Open
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R2 Linear = 0.056
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Figure 3. The Association Between Foot Print Angle and Dynamic Total
Stability Index, Eyes Open
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Figure 4. The Association Between Dennis Index and Dynamic Antro-Posterior Stability Index, Eyes Open
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Figure 5. The Association Between Navicular Drop and Dynamic Total Stability Index, Eyes Open
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With most balance indicators including both static and
dynamic, a negative correlation was shown when investigating the correlation of navicular drop with balance
indicators. The maximum correlation coefficient among
these indicators was 0.3, which showed a medium correlation (Figure 5). There were no meaningful associations
between Stahly methods, arch index and longitudinal
archangel with balance indicators (P > 0.05).
There was a meaningful correlation between static and
dynamic indicators of balance and clinical indicators
of arch length, navicular drop, and rear angel; however,
there was no meaningful association between balance
indicators and longitudinal index, arch index, footprint
angel, Denis method and Stahly method. Current study
was the only study investigating the associations of foot
structure and balance indicators. In this research, we focused more on characteristics of shape of foot and its effects on balance indicators, rather than considering the
faults of traditional methods of classifying people into
stereotypical groups with decreased or increased foot
arches. In evaluating balance systems, various factors
such as proprioceptive, vestibular system and visual perception were involved. The proprioceptive is a feedback
system in the body, which allows us to perceive the position of head and body in space. Studies showed that the
feedback from the proprioceptive system in movement,
depends not only on the sensory information receptors,
but also on the information provided by mechanical, cutaneous, articular and muscular receptors (17). Most of
people activity is performed in dynamic balance areas,
which are the opposite of static balance (18). Therefore,
in this research it was decided to evaluate static balance,
in addition to dynamic balance by itself which requires
more muscle strength, neuromuscular control and more
accurate proprioception on the lower extremity joints,
which allows a person to maintain his or her dynamic
balance to support the surface of the Biodex device (19).
Afferent feedbacks from the feet area are considered as
proprioceptive, which affects balance. Since joints, skin
and muscles are the main sources of proprioception,
foot shape characteristics can affect the angle of skin,
joint and muscle tension and therefore can affect afferent feedback for postural control and balance of the body
(17). Therefore, in this research, the association between
some foot characteristics such as arch height, navicular
drop, rear angle, longitudinal arch angle, arch index, Denis method, Stahly methods, footprint angle and static
and dynamic balance were investigated. However, this
study did not show any strong association between these
indices. For example, in evaluating navicular drop, which
basically indicates the degree of arch flexibility, it was
shown that in patients with flexible flat foot, less balance
disturbances has been reported. These patients have normal foot arches or even increased arch when there is no
weight bearing, but upon connection with the supportMiddle East J Rehabil Health. 2014;1(2):e24269
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ing surface and putting pressure and weight on the lower
extremity, the arch decreases and foot flattens. These patients had a better balance compared to others. This can
be attributed to increased contact points in foot during
weight bearing, which results in increased stimulation of
plantar cutaneous receptors among others. On the other
hand, greater plasticity in feet makes better adaptation
to different levels. This case is consistent with a study
performed by Dicharry (13). In studying the arch height,
it was discovered that when the arch height is less, the
balance is better. These results are consistent with the
study of Lin CH, et al. probably due to increased connection points of the foot with the ground, which in turn
improves proprioception and balance (16). In this study,
it was shown that with increasing rear angle, which increases the angle of heel valgus, balance disruption was
more. It seems that each change in the alignment of the
heels, which is the junction of the muscles and ligaments
of the foot could change the muscle stretch angles and
inactive elements around joints leading to incorrect and
inaccurate messages from the foot to the central nervous
system, which can in turn affect the balance. Moreover,
development of heel valgus results in limited contact of
the heel with the ground surface; therefore, fewer sensory receptors participate in sending necessary information to maintain balance. In this regard, a similar study
was performed by Cobb et al. (15). Although three arch
length, rear angel, and navicular drop indicators showed
somewhat strong correlation with static and dynamic indicators of balance, this correlation coefficient was low
and insignificant statistically, and not very important
clinically. More investigations are needed to find an accurate answer to this question. On the other hand, examining indicators in this study showed no significant association with balance indicators. In this regard, Lin et al.
performed a similar study on 64 children. They measured
some other common parameters such as print, height,
length, width and arch angle. In this study, balance and
foot arch indicators were evaluated using a force plate, a
light source and a digital camera with a reflecting mirror. The ability to maintain a state by means of analyzing
swing area, proprioceptive and visual perception conditions was determined for each participant in different
situations. The association between arch height of the
foot and the swing area showed a mild correlation only
in children with closed eyes standing on foam, and this
correlation was not observed in other situations. In addition, children with lower arch height had better balance.
However, the correlations obtained in this study were
very weak and moderate (16). Since the vestibular system
and vision perception can be involved in balance as the
proprioceptive sense, impaired proprioceptive information, which comes only from the joints, skin and muscles
of the foot, cannot have a close association with monitoring situations. Although with elimination of visual perception in this study, there was no increase in the association of posture control and proprioceptive, which could
Middle East J Rehabil Health. 2014;1(2):e24269

reflect the importance of other joint proprioceptive or
vestibular systems (17). In this study, the role of vestibular system was not removed, especially when plays a major role in creating a balance on moving surfaces. Even
though turbulence intensity levels in this study were
not too high, it seems that information from vestibular
system could compensate deficient information received
from arch of the foot and/or visual sensors (20). Whether
clinically or foot printing, investigations on indicators of
foot shape and its arch may not be a full assessment of
the arch and unable to show the arch and distribution of
forces exerted on the soles of the feet. While evaluations
performed with analyzing system of walking or force
plate gait assess the arch more from dynamic views (21).
The association between foot structure and balance can
be separated from neuromuscular and musculoskeletal
characteristics. From neuromuscular point of view, any
changes in foot could affect very well strategized muscles
through stimulating afferent peripheral by changing
contact or secondarily changes of the angles of joints.
From an anatomical perspective, leg is the lowest part
of the lower extremity, which is a small part in maintaining the body position especially in standing on one foot.
From biomechanical aspects, little different foot alignment can affect balance strategies. For maintaininwg
balance, coordination between postural muscles of the
lower extremities and trunk is essential and controlling body position requires a motion analysis system for
knees, hip, spine and muscle activities (16).
It seems that foot structure changes do not have much
effect on the indicators of static and dynamic balance
evaluated by the Biodex balance system. More studies using other body positioning analysis systems and dynamic tools are required to analyze foot biomechanics.

5.1. Suggestions

1- Performing this study on all age groups.
2- Investigating other clinical indicators and footprints
not studied in this research for their relationship with
balance indicators.
3- Using all other parameters involved in the assessment
of balance in addition to the kinematic parameters; the
kinetic parameters should also be evaluated.
4- It is proposed to use Electromyography to examine active role of muscles in patients with different foot arches.
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